Award-Winning AML Publication Recognizes Outstanding Contributors in the AML & Financial Crime Detection and Prevention Field at Annual Conference in Las Vegas

LAS VEGAS – September 30, 2014 – The ACAMS Today, the award-winning publication of the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists (ACAMS) recognized several individuals for their contributions to the magazine at the 13th Annual AML & Financial Crime Conference in Las Vegas today in a special presentation.

“Each year, we recognize authors whose articles have made a great impact on our members and the whole community,” said Karla Monterrosa-Yancey, CAMS, ACAMS Today Editor-in-Chief. “As a member-driven publication, we rely on the commitment of our volunteer writers. This year alone, we’ve won three awards, which is indeed a testament to our contributor’s dedication and quality of work. We’re honored to present these awards a token of our appreciation.”

Winners this year include:

- Brian Arrington, CAMS, Examiner with the Federal Reserve, Bank of Chicago, for the article, How Valuable is Your Risk Assessment?
- First Class Clayton Byford, CAMS, CFCS, Counter Threat Finance Analyst
- Illinois National Guard Counter Drug Task Force for the article, How Valuable is Your Risk Assessment?
- Carol Stabile, CAMS, Senior Business Manager, Safe Banking Systems for the article, Risk Modeling for Improved AML and Compliance

ACAMS Today is a quarterly member-driven magazine offering the latest training, practical solutions, emerging challenges and legislative, regulatory and international developments affecting the financial crimes community.

The winners were recognized this morning during a special presentation in front of 2,000 industry peers. For information on previous winners, visit acamsglobal.org.

About ACAMS
ACAMS is the largest international membership organization dedicated to enhancing the knowledge and skills of AML and financial crime professionals from a wide range of industries with extensive resources designed to develop and sharpen the skills required for superior job performance and career advancement. Its CAMS certification is the most widely recognized AML certification among compliance professionals worldwide. Visit www.acams.org for more information.
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